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A. Online Commerence

1. consumer behavior (buyer)


2. **seller behavior**


3. **buyer-seller interaction (information asymmetry)**


4. **sharing · freeware**

( online information product market)


PAVLOV, O. V. (2005): "Dynamic Analysis of an Institutional Conflict: Copyright
5. **competition behavior (price, nonprice)**


6. **reputation**


7. **auction**


MATHEWS, T. (2004): "The Impact of Discounting on an Auction with a Buyout


B. Network Externalities

1. **product attributes**

(complementarity, compatibility, vertical product differentiation)


2. competition behavior and pricing


3. **market structure**

BLONSKI, M. (2002): "Network Externalities and Two-Part Tariffs in


4. **policies** (social welfare)


5. **indirect network externality**


6. **R&D, innovation, technology change**


C. Compatibility

1. competition behavior and pricing


2. **market structure**


3. **policies**


4. **R&D, innovation, technology change**


D. Standardization

1. strategies

(participation in standardization)


2. competition behavior


3. **international standardization**


4. **policies**


E. Switching Cost

1. consumer behavior


2. firm behavior


3. competition behavior and pricing


4. policies


F. Software

1. product attributes

   (free software)


2. firm behavior


3. **competition behavior and pricing**


**GIARRATANA, M. S.** (2004): "The Birth of a New Industry: Entry by Start-Ups and


4. **software piracy**


5. open source


6. 

BANERJEE, A. V., and E. DUFLO (2000): "Reputation Effects and the Limits of


G. Mobile Phone

1. consumer behavior


Ishii, K. (2004): "Internet Use Via Mobile Phone in Japan," Telecommunications Policy, 28, 43.


2. **competition behavior and pricing**


3. **policies**


4. **auction**


H. Legal Aspects


Others


KIKUCHI, T., and C. KOBAYASHI (2004): "On Network Externalities and


